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Theory and Philosophy of Psychology

E.B. Starovoitenko. Paradigm of
Life in Personology

The article is devoted to the
grounds of perspectives of personology
as a new integrative trend in psycho�
logical investigation of personality. The
methodological model of personology
in the paradigm of «life» is proposed.
The article systematizes philosophical
and psychological ideas of personality
as an active beginning of one's own life,
regularities of individual life course, its
internal architectonics and personal
conditions of its recreation and re�
newal. Personality is viewed through
the categories of worlds and individual
means of life, space and time of life, life
events and life relationships, moments
of involvement and personal develop�
ment of life. The importance of para�
digm of «life» for establishment of
modern theory, phenomenology and
personal self�knowledge is emphasized.

Keywords: personology, integral par�
adigm, personality, means of life,
worlds, space, time, events, life rela�
tionships, moments of involvement,
recreation and renewal of life

Theoretical and Empirical Research

A.A. Volochkov. Activity of Sub>
ject of Life Sphere: Theoretical
Model and Empirical Data

The article outlines the three factor
paradigm of explanation of psychic de�
velopment and behavior which takes
into account the factor of activity of
subject of life along with genotype�en�
vironment interaction. The transition
from extensive investigation of particu�

lar manifestations of activity to inte�
grative models is proposed. On the ex�
ample of academic and professional ac�
tivity the new conception of activity of
subject of life sphere is presented. It im�
plies that every interaction is charac�
terized by dialectical extent of contri�
bution made by a subject in the contin�
uum of objectiveness and subjective�
ness. The results of empirical (inclu�
ding psychometric and longitudinal)
studies of academic of schoolchildren
and professional activity of teachers are
presented.

Keywords: activity, subject, individu�
ality

A.M. Ulanovsky, A.B. Matyukh>
ina. Investigation of Religious Emo>
tional Experience and Discourse
(a Study on Krishna Worshippers)

The article is devoted to the range
of problems of religious emotional ex�
perience. Directions of modern studies
in psychology of religion are being dis�
cussed. Such questions as exceptional�
ity/ordinarily of religious emotional
experience, its similarities/differences
among representatives of different reli�
gions and its connection with religious
discourse are analyzed. Specific charac�
ter and advantages of phenomenologi�
cal studies of religiousness, based on
analysis of subjective self�reports of
participants and literary testimonies,
are described. The article presents the
study of religious experience of Krishna
Worshippers connected with their con�
version to faith, everyday life, spiritual
practices, and adherence to their reli�
gious duties. It demonstrates the con�
nection between the specificity of reli�
gious experience of participants and
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peculiarities of their religious dis�
course.

Keywords: religious experience, dis�
course, psychology of religion, qualita�
tive studies, mentality, senses

Special Theme of the Issue.
Psychic Reality as a Problem 

of Self	determination of a Scientific
Discipline

V.M. Allakhverdov. Where Are
We? Where Are We From? Where
Are We Going?

Eternal problems of psychology
which still lack satisfactory solution
(such as the nature of conscientious�
ness, the problem of freedom of choice)
are being analyzed. It is argued that it is
the intentional attempts to avoid sol�
ving these problems and pretending
that they do not exist lead psychology
to the state of crisis and generate diver�
sity of opinions among psychologists.
The description of typical means of
avoiding problems is given. The author
expresses hope that psychology is now
at such state of its development when it
becomes at last a real theoretical sci�
ence.

Keywords: science, psychology, con�
sciousness, freedom of choice, explana�
tion

V.M. Rozin. Psychological Reality
as a Problem of a Guild's Self>deter>
mination

The article analyzes crisis phenome�
na in psychology and discusses the
peculiarities of the work aimed at over�
coming this crisis. In the framework of
this research area psychological reality
is characterized and the conditions of
its «thinkabality» in the present situa�
tion are considered.

Keywords: reality, craft, crisis, sci�
ence, practice, approach, thinking,
communication, ontology, knowledge,
scheme, conception

Work in Progress

S.A. Gusev. The Factorial Structu>
re of Experiencing Events

The article presents data on investi�
gation the factorial structure of expe�
riencing events. The new approach to
the problem of experiencing events is
proposed.

Keywords: factor, event, experi�
ence, properties and characteristics of
experiencing events, scale of time atti�
tudes

O.V. Evtikhov. Comparative Ana>
lysis of Leadership Traits of Execu>
tives of Different Managerial Levels
of Industrial Enterprises

The article examines the issue of or�
ganizational leadership and analyzes
the models of leadership  traits of R.
Stogdill, A. Lawton, A. Rose,  W. Ben�
nis, A.A. U|rbanovich. It describes the
results of empirical research of leader
traits (competences) of the executives
of different managerial levels of an in�
dustrial enterprise.

Keywords: organizational leader�
ship, leadership traits, executive, pro�
fessional success.

R.N. Nechaeva, A.A. Skatova.
The Role of Anxiety in Effectiveness
of Adolescents Behavior in Group
Discussion

The article examines the question
about correlation between general anx�
iety of an adolescent and effectiveness
of his behavior in unstructured group
discussion. Anxiety as a personality
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trait significantly influences adoles�
cent's behavior in different situations
(competitions, interpersonal conflicts,
decision making, etc.) including joint
activity where group result is of the
most significance. The results of the
study prove that schoolchildren with
the high level of anxiety are successful
in group discussion but leader's posi�
tion is occupied by adolescents with
low level of anxiety in comparison with
other members of the group.

Keywords: anxiety, group discussion,
effectiveness in group discussion, lea�
dership in small groups

V.F. Spiridonov, O.A. Gulevich,
I.K. Bezmenova. The Factors that
Mediate Perception of Justice of In>
teraction within Organization

The study is devoted to the analysis
of factors that influence the estimation
of justice of interaction within organi�
zation by its employees. It is shown
that estimation of justice of interaction
is interconnected with employee's atti�
tude towards organization. The higher
the estimation is, the better is the em�
ployee's attitude towards his col�
leagues, immediate superior and organ�
ization in general. At that estimation of
importance of justice aspects is defined
by characteristics of motivational sphe�

re (motivation of achievement, affilia�
tion and self�efficacy) to some extent.

Keywords: factors that influence the
estimation of justice of interaction within
organization, motivation of achievement,
motivation of affiliation, self�efficacy,
adapted J.A. Colquitt's questionnaire

A.N. Tatarko. Social Capital and Eco>
nomic Beliefs of the Russians and the
Chinese: Differences and Interrelation

The article presents the results of
cross�cultural study of interrelation be�
tween social capital and economic be�
liefs of the Russians and the Chinese.
The Chinese demonstrate higher level
of trust and tolerance towards repre�
sentatives of ethnic and confessional
groups different from their own. The
Russians excel the Chinese in positivity
of civil identity and tolerance towards
dissidents. Compared to the Russians,
the Chinese estimate their possibilities
in increase of wealth more optimisti�
cally. They also demonstrate deeper in�
terest in economics and choose smaller
degree of economic risk as its optimal
value. In both groups social capital is
positively related with «productive»
economic beliefs.

Keywords: economic attitudes, eco�
nomic beliefs, social capital, trust, civil
identity, tolerance.
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